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Abstract - This paper is part of a study to develop robots for farming. As such power requirement to operate equipment 
attach to such robots become an important factor. Soil-tool interaction play major role in power consumption, thuspredicting 
accurately the forces which act on the blade during the farming is very important for optimal design of farm equipment.In 
this paper experiments were performed using a linear monorail system in the soil bin facility at the University of 
Saskatchewan in order to find horizontal force acting on the blade when the blade moves through the soil. During motion of 
the blade, load cells collect data and send them to a computer. The measured forcesusing load cells had noisy signals. The 
filtered experimental results compared with analytical soil mechanics results, and showed good agreement in accurately 
measuringhorizontal forces developed on the blade.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

To develop autonomous vehicles for agricultural 

setting to help farmers in crop production is a 

motivation of this study. Use of such a vehicle in 

farm setting may result in lowering production costs, 

reducing the manual labors, and will be essential in 

the future due to a potential shortage of farmers. 

About half of energy used for crop production is 

consumed by tillage operation, a procedure of 

breaking and loosening of soil or preparing the soil 
for seeding because of high draft force on tillage as 

Zhang [1] stated. In most agricultural machineries 

predicting accurately the draft forces which act on the 

blade during the farming operation is prime 

importance for optimal designing of farm equipment. 

The conditions, such as blade geometry, soil 

conditions and cutting depth, have been shown to 

have great effects on power consumption and on 

efficiency of particular farm machineries. Soil-tool 

interaction researches have been focused to develop 

force prediction models by using different kinds of 
soil, tool, and operating conditions (depth of 

operation, tool direction, tool geometry, etc.) as stated 

in [2]. Spektor [3], Qinsen [4], Mouazen [5], and 

Rosa [6] have demonstrated experimentally that the 

effects of operating conditions have a great effect on 

this prediction. Besides tool shape, size, operating 

depth, soil physical and mechanical characteristics, 

also contribute to soil-tool interaction. Numerous 

works for modeling of tillage tool interaction with 

soil were performed. In these works, different kinds 

of soil failure models and force equations for soil 
were derived for different failure zones. Hettarchi [7] 

model in two dimensional and McKyes [8] model in 

three dimensional are two practical models for 

analyzing soil-tool interaction and predicting the 

forces on tillage blades. Since blade shapes affect the 

shape and size of the soil failure zone and 

consequently forces on the blade, optimization of the 

tillage-tool design will help to improve energy 

efficiency.  

In this paper experiments were performed using a 

linear monorail system in the soil bin facility at the 

University of Saskatchewan in order to find 

horizontal force acting on the blade when the blade 

moves through the soil. During motion of the blade 

inside the soil, horizontal load cells collect data at 2.5 

milliseconds interval and send them to a computer for 

further analysis. Since the measured force on the 

blade was a noisy signal, filtering was needed. The 
experimental results are filtered using a second order 

low-pass filter and are compared with analytical soil 

mechanics results, which show good agreement in 

accurately predicting horizontal forces developed on 

the blade.  

 

II. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 

Experimental setup 

 
Fig. 1 The soil bin at the University of Saskatchewan (12 m 

long and 1.8 mwide) 

 

The monorail system is capable of moving tools 

inside the soil at different speeds. A picture of the soil 
bin is presented in Fig. 1 (12 m length by 1.8 m wide, 

9 m moveable length). The tool carriage is equipped 

with six S-type load cells (2 horizontal, 3 vertical, 

and 1 side). This makes measurement of the force 
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acting on the blade in three directions. The steel 

rectangular shaped (4cm wide, 2cm deep) blade of 54 
cm long was attached to the main frame as shown in 

Fig. 2. The soil selected for this experiment is the 

type of soil commonly found in Saskatchewan, in 

which the soil properties with 7% water content are 

given in Table 1 [9]. 

 
Fig. 2 the blade with 𝟔𝟎°rake angle attached to the linear 

monorail system for test 

 

Table 1 Soil and blade parameters that used in present 

analysis. 

 

Experiment Procedure 

 

 
Fig.3 Experimental results: Horizontal force on the blade when 

blade moves inside the soil with speed of 2 km/h (Filtered: all 

frequencies over 2 HZ are filtered out) 

 
According to [10], for narrow blades, the effect of 

blade speed on the blade force is negligible if the 

speed is less than 5g(w + 0.6d1) ; where g and w 

represents gravitational acceleration and width of the 

blade respectively. For a blade with W = 0.04 m, g =
9.81 m

s2 , and d1 = 0.05 m,  the speed 

is 1.85 m
s  (6.7 km

h ).  All the tests were 

performed at a speed of 2 km/h. Each experiment 

started after placing the blade at the required depth. 

Fig. 3 shows horizontalforce on the blade, which are 

measured by summing the two horizontal load cells. 
During motion of the blade inside the soil, load cells 

collect data at 2.5 milliseconds interval and send 

them to a computer.The measured force on the blade 

was noisy signal. This signal was filtered to exclude 

all frequencies above 2 HZ as shown in Fig. 3.  
 

The filtered blade force increased sharply at the 

begining of interaction between soil and blade and 

stayed almost constant during the whole interaction 

around 415 N.  In order to figure out what 

frequencies should be filtered out, the natural 

frequencies of the blade attached to the monorail 

(with its tip inside the soil)were calculated using two 

different measurements (first, signal from horizontal 

load cells, and second signal using an accelerometer 

attached to the monorail system as shown in Fig. 2) 

and applying Fast Fourier Transform (FFT).Figures 4 
and 5 show natural frequencies of the system using 

FFT of the signals from accelerometer and horizontal 

load cells, respectively. As it can be seen from these 

figures the first two natural frequencies are about 21 

and 38 Hz, respectively. Then frequencies of the 

system (monorail and frame) were calculated using 

similar measurements and FFT when the blade was 

moving inside the soil with speed of 2 km/h. 

 
Fig.4.The natural frequencies of system: using FFT of the 

signal from accelerometer (A=21.06, B=38.09) 

 
Fig.5.The natural frequencies of system: using FFT of the 

signal from horizontal load cells (A=21.97, B=38.45) 

Parameters Soil 

Cohesion (KPa) 20 

Internal friction angle (degree) 35 

Modulus of elasticity(MPa) 5 

Poisson’s ratio 0.36 

Specific weight (
N

m3) 12000 
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Figures 6 and 7 show frequencies of the system, when 

blade was moving inside the soil using FFT of signals 
from accelerometer and horizontal load cells, 

respectively. As can be seen from these figures, the 

first three frequencies are about 1.5, 21 and 40 Hz. 

Comparing these forced frequencies with the natural 

frequencies (21 and 38 Hz), it can be concluded that 

1.5 Hz is the forced frequency and the other two (21 

and 40) are natural frequencies of the system. In order 

to exclude the effect of natural frequencies, we 

filtered out all frequencies above 2Hz from the signal 

representing force of the blade. 

 
Fig.6.The frequencies of the system when blade is moving 

inside the soil with 2 km/h, using measurement signal from 

accelerometer (A=1.1, B=21.7, C=41.2) 

 
Fig.7.The frequencies of the system when blade is moving 

inside the soil with 2 km/h, using measurement signal from 

horizontal load cells (A=1.8, B=19.5, C=39.0) 

 

Model validation 

The experimental results can be validated by 

comparing with the blade force result of analytical 

solution. McKeys [11] proposed sets of formulations 
based on Mohr-Coulomb failure criteria which states 

soil fails under a shear stress dependent on cohesion 

andinternal friction angle as it is shown in Fig.8, and 

described by: 

τ = C + σtan∅                           1  

where τis the shear strength,σ is the normal stress, C, 

the intercept of the failure envelope withthe τ axis is 

Cohesion, and ∅, the slope of the failure envelope is 

internal friction angle.Also he presented sets of 
formulations for narrow blade as illustrated in 

equation (2). Alsohe proposed the following 

expression for a narrow blade:  

P =  γd1
2Nγ + Cd1Nc + Qd1Nq w1 2  

 

here P is the total force, γ is soil specific weight, Q is 

bearing pressure (due to soil accumulation), d1 is 

cutting depth of the blade and (Nγ , Nc , Nq ) are cutting 

factors for narrow blade. (Nγ , Nc , Nq ) are parameters 

that depend on the soil friction angle ∅, and the blade 

rake angleα. In the present study, the value of Q is 

negligible (for narrow blades) and horizontal 

components of (NγH , NcH )  for obtaining draft forces 

are derived from McKeyes [8] for different values of 

these variables as shown in Table 2. Here Qd1Nq ≈ 0 

for narrow blades. 

 

 
Fig.8.Soil failure linein Mohr-Coulomb criteria. 

 

Rake angle 

(α) 

w1
d1

  NγH NcH  

60 1 6.94 10.42 

Table 2Analytical results: Horizontal component of cutting 

factors for obtaining horizontal draft force on the blade. 

 

It is known that depth of interaction, width of blade 

and rake angle has primary effects on the force 
developed on the blade. By increasing each of these 

parameters, the blade force will be increased. By 

applying equation (1) and considering model 

parameters, which are presented in table 3, draft force 

on the blade can be detremined. 

 

Rake 

angle

(°) 

w1(m) d1(m) γ(
N

m3
) C (KPa) NγH NcH  

60 0.04 0.05 
1200

0 
20000 

6.9

4 

10.4

2 
Table 3 Analytical results: Soil and blade parameters 

 

PH =  γd1
2NγH + Cd1NcH w1 

PH = 425N 
 

The difference in the blade force between 

experimental results (F = 415N) from Fig.3, and 

analytical result (PH = 425N)  is found to be about 

2.3%; this can be considered as a measure of 

validation of our experimental results. 
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III. CONCLUSION 

 
In this paper experiments were performed using a 

linear monorail system in the soil bin facility at the 

University of Saskatchewan in order to find 

horizontal force acting on the blade when the blade 

moves through the soil. By moving the blade through 

the soil, load cells which are attached to the monorail, 

sensed the force acted on the blade from the soil. It 

was shown that the analyzed force based on collected 

data were very noisy. In order to figure out what 

frequencies should be filtered out, natural frequencies 

of the blade attached to the monorail and force 

frequencies of the system were calculated using two 
different measurements. The filtered force was 

compared with analytical calculation, which was 

considered as  validation of our experimental results. 

This experimental setup and approach can be used for 

analyzing complicated soil-tool interactions and for 

optimum design of blades 
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